Customer Success Story

SolisLabs

How this supplement maker found
success using Plastiq Accept to get
paid with no merchant fees.

Here’s what you’d call  
a strong market.
The multi-vitamin and supplement business is booming these
days, and nowhere is that more evident that at SolisLabs. As  
a contract manufacture of dietary supplements to multiple
third-party brands, they’ve seen their business take off. And  
to help simplify how their clients pay them, they began to  
offer Plastiq Accept. Want to know how it worked for them?

An easy pill to swallow.
“I was looking for a solution and I needed one really fast,” said
Sarah Whyte, Founder of SolisLabs. “We didn't accept credit
cards before because I just didn't want to deal with it.” With no
integration needed, SolisLabs was up and running with Plastiq
Accept in no time. Their customers quickly followed suit. “We
just started using Plastiq Accept less than a month ago and
already, almost everyone has been paying with a credit card.”

Multi-vitamins. Multi-benefits.
Bottles keep flying out the door for a few reasons. One
is Plastiq Accept’s ease of payment. “They just click on
that link through QuickBooks, it takes them to Plastiq,
and then they fill in the details,” Sarah said. The second
reason is Plastiq’s low fees. “The fees were a lot higher
[with other methods], and Plastiq is only 2.9%.”
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A full serving of success.

“The experience so far has been really
great,” Sarah told us. So the next time you
take a supplement or pour yourself a
protein shake, remember it might be
possible due to the experts at SolisLabs
with some help from Plastiq Accept.

Faster payments.  
More business.

Plastiq Accept lets SolisLabs send
payment links and invoices quickly and
easily. Their clients don’t even have to be
Plastiq users to pay them via credit card
or cash payment. Funds hit the SolisLabs
bank account faster than checks, so they
can more easily account for every client
they work with.

“

All our clients are now on Plastiq…  
this will be our biggest year yet.  
Sarah Whyte, SolisLabs Founder

To learn more about SolisLabs, visit Solislabs.com. And for more about
how Plastiq Accept helps small businesses, you can find us at Plastiq.com
For more information contact us directly at accept@plastiq.com

